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  ACOUSTIC FLEXIBLE
PANEL

Dimensions: 19 X 600 X 2800 mm

In Package: 2 pcs
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ACOUSTIC FLEXIBLE PANEL

How IŞIK Acoustic Flexible Panel Prevents Sound Transmission ?
30 mm narrow wooden strips,
hard materials will reflect sound
not reflective
It is placed on a 7 mm polyester panel. .

The polyester on the floor absorbs the sound,
improves the acoustics in the room .

Technical Data

 600 X 2800 mmDEFINITION
SOUND ISOLATION PANEL FOR WALL – ACOUSTIC PANEL

We love the Scandinavian interior style and raw look created by LIGHT wood.

That's why we've developed our sound-absorbing wall panels that fit this style perfectly.

Acoustic panels have the same advantages as our other acoustic panels that help increase room acoustics in your home.

Our sound absorbing panels for the wall are available in many different colors, so you can find the one that best suits your style.

The colors are perfect for a stylish and modern look.

The sky is the limit when it comes to interior design and with our new acoustic panels you can pick and choose however you like.

Easy Opera t i on



Ova l  Usage Fea ture !,

Por tab le  Use !



Acoustic FLEXIBLE PANEL
Installation Instruction

Required Assembly Equipment
Silicone gun, Silicone, spirit level,
you will need a drill and black screws,
cotton fabric while assembling our product.
we recommend using gloves.

1
Decide in which direction you want to
 install the acoustic panels, then you
 can cut and shorten the panels using
 a fine-toothed saw.

? 2

15

Mounting acoustic panels to the wall or ceiling
use the screws. You need 15 screws for each panel
will be.

4
Apply Silicone to the back of the panels

3

Contact the supplier if you have questions

? 5

IStylish Inc. In this product, which he designed and produced, he adopted the Scandinavian style and adopted 
the sound absorbing style suitable for this design style.
developed the wall panels. Acoustic panels will help balance the acoustics in your spaces.

Our sound absorbing panels for your walls are presented to you with different color pattern options.

Brand new IŞIK ACOUSTIC with stylish and modern designs and colors that add value to spaces
Check out the panels.

ACOUSTIC FLEXIBLE (FLEXIBLE) PANEL,
30 mm mdf rigid laths are placed on a 7 mm polyester panel that reflects the sound much less than hard materials.
is placed.
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ACOUSTIC FLEXIBLE PANEL

www.isikahsap.com.tr


